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Solar Cell Production Line Upgrade Cycle Driving Module Powers to Record
Highs, According to NPD Solarbuzz

Delay in building new solar manufacturing sites is providing opportunity to upgrade
efficiencies from existing capacity.

Santa Clara, Calif. (PRWEB) August 18, 2014 -- Manufacturers of solar photovoltaic (PV) cells are increasing
research and development efforts to push cell efficiencies to record levels. According to the latest NPD
Solarbuzz PV Equipment Quarterly, within the next 12 months, the power rating of industry-standard 60-cell
multi-crystalline silicon-based modules is forecast to reach 275 watts (W).

“The solar PV industry previously operated without a clear technology roadmap, which is no longer an option
in the rapidly growing solar PV industry,” said Finlay Colville, vice president of NPD Solarbuzz. “Legacy
over-capacity within the industry, combined with uncertainty arising from trade disputes, is now forcing cell
manufacturers to improve manufacturing processes to attain record efficiencies.”

Modules based on crystalline silicon (c-Si) cells continue to be the dominant technology used by solar PV
installers today. In fact, during the second quarter (Q2) of 2014, 92 percent of solar module production was c-Si
based, with the remainder coming from thin-film technologies by First Solar and other suppliers.

Within c-Si based solar module production, 68 percent comes from cells that use lower-cost and lower-quality
multi c-Si wafers, compared to competing mono c-Si wafers. Multi c-Si based modules are used extensively by
Yingli Solar, Trina Solar, Renesola, and other leading Chinese suppliers.

During 2011, four to six gigawatts (GW) of new c-Si cell capacity were added every quarter, mostly surplus to
market requirements. This over-supply situation led to a rapid decrease in the number of new c-Si cell factories
built in 2012 and 2013.

“New solar cell factories were expected to come online during the second half of 2014, especially in Taiwan,”
added Colville. “The threat of import duties on Chinese and Taiwanese manufactured components shipping to
Europe or the United States, however, has caused additional delays and uncertainty.”

Cell manufacturers focused on reducing costs in 2012 and 2013 by starting to upgrade printing equipment used
within process steps on the front side of the cells. The upgrades reduced the quantity of silver paste used in
production, which was one of the main sources of overall solar module costs.

Efficiency increases for solar cells were achieved primarily due to the use of higher quality multi c-Si wafers,
which allowed industry-standard 60-cell multi c-Si based modules to reach 265W, without the requirement to
perform significant process step changes at the cell stage. “To move existing silicon-based cell capacity further
forward now requires new technologies to be implemented, which has the potential to drive solar manufacturing
into the first widespread technology buy cycle seen within the industry,” Colville noted.

A leading candidate for efficiency enhancement today is the introduction of new advanced process stages
during rear-side fabrication of c-Si solar cells. So far this year, capacity upgrades have resulted in strong growth
for a specific cell variant using new equipment in rear-side cell processing, known as passivated emitter and
rear cell (PERC).
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The PERC upgrade alone has the potential to add 10W to 60-cell multi c-Si modules, and 15W to mono c-Si
versions. If successfully implemented, this upgrade would push multi c-Si modules towards 275W, enabling
solar panel installers to immediately lower system costs, while improving profit margins.

With expert analysis and a detailed database covering technology trends, supply chain tool demand, and
technology roadmap adoption rates, the NPD Solarbuzz PV Equipment Quarterly report delivers insight into
solar production, capacity, and equipment spending. For more information about this report, contact Charles
Camaroto at 888-436-7673 or 516-625-2452, or e-mail contact(at)displaysearch(dot)com.

About NPD Solarbuzz
NPD Solarbuzz, part of The NPD Group, offers Marketbuzz, Solarbuzz Quarterly, and annual downstream
photovoltaic (PV) market reports, providing the solar energy and PV industries with global historical and
forecast data for the PV supply chain. For more information, visit www.solarbuzz.com or follow us on Twitter
at @Solarbuzz.

About The NPD Group, Inc.
The NPD Group provides global information and advisory services to drive better business decisions. By
combining unique data assets with unmatched industry expertise, we help our clients track their markets,
understand consumers, and drive profitable growth. Practice areas include automotive, beauty, consumer
electronics, entertainment, fashion, food/foodservice, home, luxury, mobile, office supplies, sports, technology,
toys, and video games. For more information, visit npd.com and npdgroupblog.com. Follow us on Twitter at
@npdtech and @npdgroup.

NPD Solarbuzz and Marketbuzz are registered trademarks of The NPD Group.
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Contact Information
Lee Graham
The NPD Group
212-333-4983

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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